Residential driveways emerge into
the mini roundabout which is an
unsafe arrangement and safety risk!

Swept path overlaps
the kerbline with the
footway also narrowed.

HGV swept path clashes
with vehicles at the Give
Way Line resulting in road
traffic accidents.

Confirmation that there is no controlled
crossing across Tenlons Road despite
the significant increase in traffic. It is
unacceptable to have this uncontrolled
just to try and get the traffic modelling to
work by providing an unsafe
arrangement. The crossing needs to be
signalised as it is a main walking route
to local schools with an 'All Red' stage
added to the junction. However, this will
lead the junction operating over-capacity
and possible saturation point.

Swepth path clashes, lack of controlled pedestrian crossing
facilities, narrowing of footways, driveways emerging into
the signalised junctions, lack of junction intervisibility and
sub-standard junction visibility splays (not in accordance
with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges).
HGV swept paths clash throughout
this area. This drawing notes that
HGV access in unsuitable from
Tenlons Road / Heath End Road
junction. This equally proves access
is unsuitable from Bermuda Road and
would create a much bigger interface
with residents and pedestrians.

HGV swept path overlaps the
footway posing a risk to pedestrians.

Swept Path of turning Heavy
Goods Vehicles (HGV)
clashes with ahead vehicles.
This is not only a safety issues
but will lead to blockage of the
junction and delays.

HGV swepth path oversides
the footway and is clearly
unsafe.

Stopline is a very long way from the controlled
crossing and has residential and business
accesses inbetween which is a significant safety
concern as picked up in the WCC Road Safety
Audit. The repositioning of the stopline is not
reflected in the traffic modelling. Therefore the
consultation material over-estimates the capacity of
the junction and under estimates the journey times.

HGV swept path overuns
the footway and proposed
uncontrolled crossing point.
This is a major safety risk.

HGV swept path overides the
centre circle leading to a
regular mainentance issue
for WCC having to repaint
the central isalnd that will be
worn off by the scrubbing of
HGV axles. The
mini-roundabout design is
not compliant with the Design
Manual for Roads & Bridges

HGV swept paths clash throughout this
area. This drawing notes that HGV access
in unsuitable from Tenlons Road / Heath
End Road junction. This equally proves
access is unsuitable from Bermuda Road
and would create a much bigger interface
with residents and pedestrians.
Various driveways emerge
into a signal controlled
junction posing an access
constraint and safety risk for
residents and other road users
agreed but but Bermuda Road is even more
unsuitable. HGVs use Tenlons Road but manage
to do so due to the very low traffic levels at the
junctions. Rputing a relief road to the A444 along
Tenlons Road and Bermuda Road is unsafe as
demonstrated by these swept path drawings.

